
Nestify Review - Features and Pricing

It has never been simpler to launch your website. On Thursday, you might have a
brilliant idea, and by Saturday, you could be earning money online. However, to
achieve that, you need a site hosting service.

The great thing is that purchasing and setting up hosting no longer requires you to
be a web developer. Moreover, the majority of hosting companies handle all
technical tasks and o�er thorough setup instructions. So, even if you've never built
a website, it can be up and operating in an hour or less. But it can take time to
choose the best hosting company. There are so many options available.

The Nestify team realized the value of uptime and performance engineering after
more than ten years of building the infrastructure for Fortune 500 enterprises.
Nestify began operations in 2014 as a result of its own hosting and scalability needs.

In addition to managed WordPress hosting, WooCommerce hosting, VPS hosting,
agency hosting, and free WordPress migration services, this Texas-based business
now o�ers all these services. Moreover, Nestify has gained the trust of numerous
clients, including non-profit organizations, public firms, and private companies,
because of the knowledgeable and practical technical assistance that underpins its
dependable hosting services.

Nestify - Basic Info



A decade of designing hosting infrastructure for Fortune 500 and Inc. 5000 firms
gave Vishal and Co-Founder Rahul Nagare a thorough understanding of
performance and uptime engineering. Furthermore, in 2014, Vishal and Rahul used
that knowledge to create personalized solutions for clients.

The team was ready to launch their managed hosting platform and formally
incorporate Nestify by December 2016. Because the platform did not rely on
external hosting software and was created with performance, security, and
scalability in mind; Nestify can develop customized solutions as necessary.

Nestify aims to take on technical responsibilities so that companies may
concentrate on their core skills. In order to accomplish this, the business provides
automated daily backups in three places with one-click restores, proactively
controls security audits and compliance laws, and o�ers advanced DDoS and
malware production — all backed by 24/7 support from a team of professionals.

According to Vishal, “the ability to automate repetitive activities is the beauty of our
managed website hosting and control panel”. Go to the dashboard and select the
backup generating option if you wish to create a remote backup online. Moreover,
they automate routine daily tasks so you do not need to rely on administrative help.



Nestify - Customer Support
The 25-person support sta� at Nestify is backed by years of expertise working in the
field, contributing to WordPress, helping new users get started, managing
migrations, and fixing persistent problems.

The team's extensive experience and cutting-edge automation tools enable the
business to handle 90% of support requests within 10 minutes.
Also, all of their support personnel are engineers,

Because of their experience in development, the Nestify team is thoroughly aware
of the di�culties their developer clients encounter.
Also, it's uncommon for hosting firms to work with and support developers to
resolve problems this way, but it is also incredibly valuable.

They communicate with each customer and their developers to address problems
— even if it isn't stated in their service agreement. Also, they work hand in hand
with all clients, even if the client is a developer who can not understand the
problem behind the code or why a server is lagging.

Best part? Nestify provides comprehensive knowledge base content on various
subjects, including advanced customizations, backups, account administration,
access, compatibility, live chat, and in-person help. Want some additional details?
WooCommerce, WordPress, Drupal, and Joomla are covered in the company blog,
along with advice on starting a successful website.

Nestify - Product Development

Their CEO claims that the best practices in the industry and consumer demands
serve as the foundation for Nestify's product development process. Actually, the
business recently upgraded its dashboards in response to client feedback. Vishal
stated, "We wanted to ensure that using our dashboards was as simple as possible.
This is only one of our strategies to guarantee client happiness".



The new Nestify dashboard has the following capabilities and is powered by the
Google Cloud Platform:

● DDoS detection
● New and improved intuitive tools
● WHMCS integration
● White label agency dashboard
● High-security network
● Improved hardware firewalls
● SSL support
● Uptime monitoring

Nestify - Features and Ease of Use

Automated backups, server-side caching, SSL certificates, and other capabilities are
available for customers on the managed WordPress hosting platform Nestify. Also,
some of Nestify's standout attributes are listed below:



★ Managed WordPress hosting: Nestify is a company that specializes in hosting

WordPress websites and o�ers a managed hosting service, which means they

handle all of the technical facets of maintaining a website.

★ Nestify o�ers automatic backups, so you won't have to be concerned about

losing your data in case of an issue.

★ Server-side caching: Nestify accelerates your website with server-side

caching, which can enhance user experience and SEO.

★ SSL certificates: All users of Nestify receive free SSL certificates, which can

enhance website security and SEO.

★ Staging settings: Nestify enables you to set up a staging setting where you

may test website updates before publishing them.

★ Integration with content delivery networks (CDNs): Nestify interfaces with

CDNs to assist in speeding up your website and enhancing user experience.

★ Developer tools: For programmers who wish to modify their websites,

Nestify o�ers developer tools, including SSH access, Git integration, and

WP-CLI.



Nestify - WordPress, Managed WooCommerce, and
other packages

Despite being on the market for three years, Nestify has needed some help
maintaining its position as a leader in the hosting industry. Vishal stated, "It's
challenging to persuade the typical user of the need for professionally managed
hosting services for your website."

Better conversion rates are one advantage of e-commerce websites. Moreove, the
intelligent automation technology from Nestify, which comes with a 99.99% uptime
warranty, enhances website performance on all devices. So, every Managed
WooCommerce Hosting package is designed for security, excellent performance,
quicker site loading, and quick transactions equating to more income, improved
SEO performance, and improved ROI.

Moreover, with automated backups, updates, cache settings, malware scanning, and
technical support from WordPress specialists, Nestify's quick and secure Managed
WordPress Hosting is designed to make managing technical concerns for the
well-known CMS easier over time.

Ultimately, Nestify may partner your agency with its agency-specific hosting
services, allowing you to host and manage client websites without worrying about
server administration. Additionally, all plans come with free migrations that involve
no downtime.

Nestify - Plans and O�ers

Here is a thorough analysis of Nestify's four hosting packages:

Starter Plan

This is Nestify's most a�ordable plan. It is appropriate for blogs and small
websites that only need a few resources. The package includes up to 10,000
monthly visits, 1 WordPress installation, 10GB of storage, and 50GB of bandwidth.



Business Plan

This plan is appropriate for websites with modest tra�c and small to
medium-sized companies. It includes up to 50,000 monthly visits, 3 WordPress
installations, 30GB of storage, and 150GB of bandwidth.

Professional Plan

This plan is appropriate for bigger websites and companies with significant
tra�c and resource needs. It includes up to 100,000 monthly visits, 10 WordPress
installations, 60GB of storage, and 300GB of bandwidth.

Enterprise Plan

This is Nestify's most sophisticated scheme. It is appropriate for busy websites
and companies needing resources and sophisticated functionality. 25 WordPress
installations, 100GB of storage, 500GB of bandwidth, and 500,000 monthly visits
are included. A dedicated IP address, premium SSL certificates, and cutting-edge
security tools are also included in this subscription.

Every plan includes free SSL certificates, daily backups, automated upgrades, and a
personalized dashboard for managing your website. Moreover, the number of
WordPress installations, storage space, bandwidth, and permitted monthly visitors
are the key variations between the plans.

Nestify - Reliability

Providing a dependable hosting solution with a 99.9% uptime guarantee is
something Nestify takes great pleasure in. They leverage high-performance cloud
infrastructure from reputable suppliers like AWS and Google Cloud to ensure
optimum dependability and availability. In case of data loss or corruption, they also
provide automatic backups, allowing users to swiftly recover their websites. In
addition, Nestify continuously monitors its servers to spot and fix any potential
problems as soon as they appear. Overall, Nestify is a dependable hosting company



due to its dedication to employing dependable infrastructure and providing strong
backup and monitoring services.

Nestify - Speed and Performance

According to Nestify, it provides dependable and fast hosting services for
WordPress websites. Moreover, they combine cutting-edge caching technology with
a worldwide content delivery network (CDN) to guarantee quick website loading
times. They employ cutting-edge NVMe disks, LiteSpeed web servers, and PHP 8
technology to further enhance server speed. Also, they provide automated vertical
scaling and scalable resources, enabling the servers to dynamically alter resources
in response to tra�c loads and maintain performance even during spikes in tra�c.
Furthermore, customers generally rate Nestify's speed and performance as among
the business's finest.

On the Pingdom test, Nestify did well too.

Moreover, Nestify did not disappoint when we tested its speed and uptime on
GTmetrix.



Nestify - Is it better than Godaddy?

Every WordPress website should be quick and up all the time, according to Nestify.
Also, it o�ers an unparalleled 99.99% uptime guarantee and blazingly fast
performance for any website they host. In contrast, Godaddy only o�ers a 99.9%
uptime guarantee. So, even while the di�erence might not appear prominent, it has
a significant impact if you own an agency or an online store. Additionally, Nestify
addresses any WordPress-related di�culties that cause your site to go down.

With frequent malware scans and daily backups, Nestify provides enterprise-level
protection. So, your WordPress website's security is never a concern. Every Nestify
account includes quick assistance from their knowledgeable sta�. Also, they are
made up of brilliant engineers who built the platform from the ground up. They can
support you through any challenge you may have. Moreover, their sophisticated
platform enables you to concentrate on developing your business while they handle
website speed, security, and optimization.

Features Godaddy Nestify

CPUs Unspecified 1 Dedicated CPU

Price $19.99 (Regular price) $12

Google Pagespeed
Optimization

No Yes

Number of Sites Unlimited Sites Unlimited Sites

Price change on renewal Yes No



Memory Unspecified 1 GB

WordPress Plugin
Automatic Updates

Unavailable Available

Free Hack Fix No (paid) Yes

Free Premium CDN Unavailable Yes, BunnyCDN

Free Migrations None Unlimited

So, the above comparison clearly shows how Nestify outperforms Godaddy in several
categories.

Nestify - Shared Hosting or WordPress Hosting

The answer depends on your demands. It is feasible to maintain WordPress sites on
shared hosting and still receive outstanding performance. However, WordPress
hosting o�ers extra capabilities, making it highly attractive to platform users. For
this reason, many concerns relating to the functionality and security of the website
should be on the mind of the website administrator. Also, the WordPress hosting
already has these things prepared.

The financial component is a crucial factor that must be considered when deciding.
Also, sharing hosting may be incredibly a�ordable at about $10 per month.
WordPress hosting is often more expensive, and the cost can increase significantly.
As a result, this issue should be taken seriously together with other factors.

Choose Shared Hosting if:

● You may update and install WordPress on your own without experiencing
any issues.

● Desire a�ordable hosting (with still-high-quality service).
● You're willing to manually set up performance enhancements like a cache

plugin
● You are keen to set up or employ security elements like SSL and HTTPS.



Choose WordPress Hosting if:
● You desire regular backups (without requiring any configuration);
● Do not want to be concerned with installing WordPress; Do not want to be

concerned about updating WordPress;
● You desire security features like malware prevention (with no configuration

required);
● For exceptional service, you are prepared to spend a bit of extra money.

Nestify - Is it best for you?
Examine your website's tra�c, storage, and performance needs to decide if Nestify
is the best hosting option for you. Also, examine the various Nestify hosting
packages and contrast them with the requirements of your website. Check the
performance, dependability, and customer service of Nestify as well to ensure they
meet your requirements.
Additionally, to learn more about other people's opinions about Nestify, you should
also read user reviews. Finally, please take into account your financial capabilities
and make sure the Nestify.io price plans are in line with them.

Nestify - Alternatives
There are several Nestify alternatives, each with advantages and disadvantages of
their own. Popular choices comprise:

● A provider of managed WordPress hosting, DreamHost also provides shared,
VPS, and dedicated hosting packages.

● Kinsta is a reputable managed WordPress hosting company focusing on
performance and security.

● WordPress, Drupal, and Magento are just a few of the many content
management systems supported by the cloud hosting platform Cloudways.

● Another well-known managed WordPress hosting company, WP Engine,
o�ers a wealth of functionality and first-rate customer service.

Nestify - Pros and Cons



Pros:
● Provides WordPress, WooCommerce, and Magento hosting that is optimized.
● Uses the Google Cloud Platform, which o�ers exceptional scalability and

dependability for hosting.
● O�ers top-notch customer service.
● Provides a variety of hosting options to suit various demands and price

ranges.
● O�ers a 30-day refund policy.

Cons:
● Pricing for certain alternatives may be more expensive.
● A limited selection of hosting options in comparison to certain rivals.
● Basic plans provide few capabilities; customers must subscribe to higher-tier

plans to get more sophisticated services.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q.   Why is WordPress-optimized hosting preferable?
Your WordPress-based site should function better with hosting designed for
WordPress. You may get WordPress VPS hosting from Nestify with the best speed
and unlimited WordPress installs, thanks to the infrastructure strength of Amazon
Web Services (AWS).

Q. What is the monthly cost of Nestify?
Managed WordPress VPS hosting is available from Nestify for as little as $79.00 per
month. You have access to 1 vCPU, 2GB of RAM, and 10GB of SSD storage, as well as
unlimited WordPress sites and visitors. You can scale up if you require additional
resources, but the cost will be significantly greater.

Q. Which one is the ideal Nestify plan?.
The appropriate Nestify package for you will depend on how you use your site and
your resource requirements. The WP-VPS-1 or WP-VPS-2 package will be su�cient
if you're starting o� with a low-tra�c blog site.
Consider upgrading to the n-medium or n-large plan, which provides you greater
storage and auto-scaling to handle tra�c spikes, if you want to launch a popular
e-commerce site with a wide range of items.



Q. How dependable is the hosting service o�ered by Nestify?
Data redundancy, automated failover, and DDoS protection are just a few of the
precautions Nestify takes to assure the dependability of its hosting service, which
has a 99.99% uptime guarantee.

Q. How is customer service handled on Nestify?
Customers may find common issues answered in the knowledge base and
community forum at Nestify, which o�ers live chat and email assistance
around-the-clock.

Q. Does Nestify provide services for website migration?
The answer is yes; Nestify provides website migration services for clients migrating
their websites from another hosting provider to Nestify.

Q. Which forms of payment does Nestify accept?
Major credit cards, PayPal, and bank wire transfers.

Conclusion:

A reputable and e�ective web host, Nestify provides a selection of hosting packages
specially designed to meet the requirements of various organizations. Moreover,
Nestify makes it simple for companies to manage their web hosting requirements
with features like automated scalability, simple migration, and a user-friendly
control panel.
Additionally, their responsive and dependable customer service guarantees that
problems are fixed immediately and e�ectively. Despite having higher costs than
some of its rivals, Nestify is a serious player in the web hosting industry because of
its features and speed.

Meta Description:
The crew at Nestify is strong and strives to please the customers. Nestify o�ers
excellent and helpful service. The hosting is also high-speed.


